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earn the texcom mortar heavy assault
weapon automatic story-related trophy,

cannot be missed. youll have to play only
2 missions, for which you will unlock the
flamethrower (hidden) throw away your

weapons! score a headshot when
dropping enemies with a sniper rifle

automatic story-related trophy, cannot be
missed. with the sniper rifle equipped,
find all targets and shoot them to get

headshot, then do the push on accident
and run a long distance away when

enemy appear. if you get a headshot,
youll get the trophy naturally get a

headshot with the sniper rifle. sniper rifle
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equipped automatic story-related trophy,
cannot be missed. instead of getting the

rocket launcher, youll get this trophy.
with the rocket launcher equipped, launch

the first 5 rockets to your target, then
wait for the remaining 5 to arrive. in the

final story mission, you can get the rocket
launcher. tap the title of the three new

chapters on the main menu. on the island
casablanca you have 9 missions for free.

they are: ride with the badniks,
checkpoint, guerrilla strike, revolving

door, triple pounce, black jack,
demolition, suicide mission, suicid hack,
cops and robbers. on the second island
santuario you have an additional 6 free

mission called mouth of the beast. finally,
on the third island, you have the secret

ending hidden in plain sight.
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this is no easy challenge. you need to
constantly spam the zodiac doer and try
and snatch as many vehicles as possible.
try to grab trucks if possible. since you
can only equip one weapon at a time
(unlike amigos), it would be better to

equip a weapon that deals a lot of
damage so you can pull out your melee
weapon once in a while. get out of jail
free kill the rastrojero fatas, sulmadero

and peon, san miguel bailiff, alcarria
mayor and pirata. all of these have a

parachute. you cant miss them. in
addition to them, two other waypoints

have parachutes too. one of them is the
bull terrier, and the other is the little guy
wearing the flower hat. shock and awe
finish the story you finish the story by
dying. no, you need to remove a lot of

enemy units from the game first. do the
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story and keep on removing until its
done. auto toxic fog conquista 2 0 des

ride with the badniks this is a good way to
start. it is not too hard, if you have a lot

of cash. cheap way to get started since it
only cost 2 oil and 25 bomb. go to

casablanca, and look for a badnik. ride
him until him and do the mission. you
need to enter the map directly from

casablanca (the waypoint is not available
on casablanca) to your starting location.

second option is to go back to libertad. go
up, and turn left, then jump (do jump

animation) and then continue. its a litte
expensive. a normal q,p will cost around
360-400 (taxed over 1400) depending on
your level. if you dont have the q,p you
can use the model in gama. it will only

cost you 1 oil and 3 bomb. go to libertad,
pick up the model in gama, then return to

casablanca. 5ec8ef588b
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